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Abstract—This paper propose a bandwidth-efficient
cooperative authentication (BECAN) scheme for filtering
injected false data in Wireless sensor Networks. Sensor node
could be easily compromised as the attacker can gain control
obtain key values and change the properties of the node. This
results in an false report to sink and energy waste in en-route
nodes. The proposed BECAN scheme can save energy by early
detecting and filtering the most of injected false data with less
time and difficulty at the en-route nodes. In addition,only a very
small amount of injected false data needs to be checked by the
sink, thereby reduceing the burden on sink. To filter the false
data, the BECAN scheme adopts cooperative neighbor router
(CNR)-based filtering mechanism. Hence it achieves not only
high filtering probability but also high reliability.
Keywords— Injected false data,Wirelesss sensor network,
compromised sensor node , cooperative neighbor router

I.

INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network is usually composed of a large
number of sensor nodes which are interconnected through
wireless links to perform distributed sensing tasks. Each
sensor node consist of necessary data sensing, processing,
and communicating components. Hence, when a sensor
node generates a reporton an special event, e.g., a
temperature change at surronding,will send a report to the
data collection , sink through an established routing path.
Various security attacks. are very vulnerable in Wireless
sensor networks The most serious and dangerous one is
suffering from injecting false data attack . For this injected
false data attack, first several sensor node are compromised
by an attacker .Therfore the attacker accesses all keying
materials stored in the compromised nodes process itand
send the false data to the sink . Hence a default event is
triggered and report a wrong location information to the
sink.One disadvantage of this attack is large no of
expensive resources will be wasted as solving the huge
traffic caused in a wrong location. Therefore, to filter the
false data is a crucial process and it should be accurate as
possible in wireless sensor networks.
In addition to the problem explained before , heavy
verification burdens will fall on the sink ,as all the false data
injected are flooding into the sink simultaneously,And at the
same time a huge energy will be wasted at the en-route
nodes in the established path.Hence what results is that, the
whole wireless sensor network could be paralyzed very
quickly.
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Therefore, it is a must that filtering false data should also be
executed as faster and earlier as possible in a tactful way to
mitigate the energy waste at the en-route nodes and sink.
Some false data filtering mechanisms have been developed
to tackle this challenging issue. These existing filtering
mechanisms developed use the symmetric key
technique.The problem with it is the attacker in the
compromised node can take advantage of its keys to
generate false reports. Therefore, reliability of such filtering
mechanisms will be thus degraded.
Where as the proposed mechanism BECAN resolves this
problem. In this early detecting and filtering the majority of
injected false data take place hence can save energy. The
sink needs to verify a very small fraction of injected false
data, thus largely reduces the burden of the sink. Its clear
that compared with the previous mechanisms, this new
mechanism achives maximum filtering probability and high
reliability.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The following are some of the papers reviewed to get an
idea of the different systems existing in the Wireless Sensor
networks. This network is used in a wide range of
environments. They are vulnerable to more attack than the
conventional networks, due to the various inherent
characteristics of wireless communications. Most critical is
to achieve authentication and data confidentiality. Therefore
a useful key management scheme for Wireless sensor
networks has to be designed.
In the paper. “A Key-Management Scheme for Distributed
Sensor Networks,” , this scheme uses the modular arithmetic
with the property of congruence. Each sensor node store a
key seed. This is used to compute a unique shared key with
its cluster head and a group key shared with other nodes in
the same cluster. This scheme minimizes the key storage
space. The sensor nodes in the network can update their key
seeds faster.It also reduce time delay and energy
consumption of key establishment.
Chan propose three mechanisms for sensor networks One
mechanism uses a composite random key predistribution
scheme. Any two sensor nodes want to establish a pairwise
key. This scheme achives high security in wireless sensor
networks. Another one called Multipath key reinforcement
scheme is a method to strengthen the security to set up a link
key via Multipath. Let two sensor nodes P and Q want to set
up a link key. Node P sends j different random values to
node Q. These values are sent to Q along different paths.
.The third mechanism uses a random pairwise key scheme.
In this a unique random pairwise key is generated for a pair
of nodes, and an ID for the
node is created and also stored
along with the key .Each node
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can find its shared common pairwise keys with its neighbors
nodes using their node IDs.
In the paper “TinyECC: A Configurable Library for Elliptic
Curve Cryptography in Wireless Sensor Networks” by Liu
and Ning introduces two pairwise key predistribution
schemes: First a random subset assignment scheme and
second a grid-based key predistribution scheme. In the first
one a server generates a set of tdegree polynomials.for
which a unique ID is assigned. Each sensor node has a
subset of these polynomials. Any two nodes that have same
polynomial can set pairwise key between them
directly.Others will use path key establishment method. A
source node sends a request to its i forwarding nodes to
establish a pairwise key with the destination node. This
requestwill be forwarded until a node finds a path to the
destination node. In the second scheme, the server assigns
each enrouting node an ID and corresponding row and
column polynomial. Two sensor nodes establish a pairwise
key betwwn them. If there is no match they will find a path
with the help of forwarding nodes.
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
Diffrent works on bandwidth-efficient filtering of injected
false data in wireless sensor networks have been appeared
using message authenticated code ,key binding mechanism
and bit compression authentication.
A. Statistical En-route Filtering(SEF)
This mechanism uses Message Authenticated Code
(MAC).In detection of an event each report generated by the
sensor nodes validated by multiple keyed message
authenticated code (MACs). As the report being forwarded,
each intermmidiate node along the way verifies the
correctness of the MACs as early as possible.Sometimes the
injected false data escapes the en-routing filtering and will
be delivered to the sink.In that case it will verify the
correctness of each MAC carried in each report and reject
false ones.

C. Location-Based Resilient Secrecy (LBRS)
This system adopts a location key binding mechanism.This
will reduce the damage caused to node by an attacker and
further reduces the false data generation in wireless sensor
networks.
D. Location-aware end-to-end data security design
(LEDS)
This mechanism is provide end-to-end security efficient and
high data availability. LEDS uses a symmetric key and
location key management,to achieve high en-routing
filtering.
E. Bit-compressed authentication Technology
This technology can achieve bandwidth-efficient by
compressing MAC single bit. This provide high security .
F. Limitations of Existing System
In Statistical En-route Filtering (SEF), the filtering
probability at each sensornode is relatively low. It detect
maximum of injected false reports. But does not consider
the possibility of en-routing sensor nodes compromise. In
Interleaved hop-by-hop authentication (IHA), if creation of
association fails, it is vulnerable to attack.IHA use the
symmetric key for authentication, which allows the
compromised nodes to misuse it to generate false reports.
In Location-Based Resilient Secrecy (LBRS) and Locationaware end-to-end data security design (LEDS) requires extra
overhead to achieve en-routing filtering.In LEDs all the
nodes can determine their locations and generate locationbased keys which take time.In Bit-compressed
authentication, however, once the source is compromised,
the technology does not work. Therefore, it not be used to
filter false data in wireless sensor networks.
Hence in general the above mentioned existing system have
various disadvantages like energy wasted in en-route nodes
of wireless sensor network and also there is a heavy
verification burden at sink.And finally There is no
cooperative authentication among en-routing nodes.

B. Interleaved hop-by-hop authentication (IHA)
In this scheme the sensor node is associated with two other
forwarding nodes along the path. The one closer to the
basestation is the upper associated node and the other is the
lower associated node. An en-routing node will forward
received report if it is correctly verified by its lower
association node.
Consider an example showing association where there are
three sensor node. BS is the base station and CH is a cluster
head. Association between two nodes is shown by an arc
connected.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The design goal of proposed system is to achieve
bandwidth-efficient authentication for filtering injected false
data. Every sensor node in wireless sensor network shares a
private key with the sink.Each node knows its one-hop
neighbors and establish a public-private keypair with each
of them.In this scheme it use Message Authentication
Code(MAC) mechanism to authenticate broadcast messages
and every node can verify the broadcast messages.Each
MAC is set to 1 bit to achive bandwidth efficient
authentication.
To filter the false data injected by attacked sensor nodes, the
BECAN scheme adopts cooperative neighbor router (CNR)based filtering mechanismas in figure 2 .Here a source node
N0 is ready to send a report m to the sink via an established
routing path PN0: {P1 – P2 …Pl – Sink}, it first resorts to its
k neighboring sensor nodes SN0 : {S1,S2, . . .,Sk} to
cooperatively authenticate the report m, and then sends it
together with the authentication information MAC from N0
to the sink via routing RN0, where the sink initializes all
sensor nodes, then each one of it shares its private key with
the sink.

Fig. 1. An example for Interleaved hop-by-hop
authentication
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Fig. 2. Cooperative CNR-based authentication
mechanism.
With this mechanism BECAN calculate the probability of kneighbors, which provides the necessary condition needed
for BECAN authentication.With the proposed mechanism,
injected false data can be early detected and filtered by the
en-route sensor nodes if there is at least one uncompromised
neighboring node participating in the reporting.
In addition, the accompanied authentication information is
bandwidth-efficient.Finally develop a custom Java simulator
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed BECAN
scheme in terms of en-routing filtering probability and false
negative rate on true reportstication.
Various false data filtering mechanisms have been
developed,since most of these filtering mechanisms use the
symmetric key technique were the compromised node can
abuse its keys to generate false reports, and the reliability of
the filtering mechanisms will be degraded.
The proposed mechanism can save energy by early detecting
and filtering the majority of injected false data. Therefore, it
is important to share the authentication tasks with the enroute sensor nodes such that the injected false data is
detected and discarded earlier. If the injected false data is
detected in network as soon as possible,the more energy can
be saved from the whole network with only very little extra
overhead at enroute nodes.Henceonly small amount of
injected false data needs to be verified by the head sink,
which thus largely reducing its burden. Since the sensor
nodes are less costlier , it is desirable to design a bandwidth
efficient authentication scheme Compared with the
previously reported mechanisms, this new mechanism
achieves not only high filtering probability but also high
reliability. i.e., even though some of the sensor nodes are
compromised, obviously the actual reports generated will
reach the sink with high probability.
V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The following sections depict several practical design and
implementation issues in building the proposed mechanism.

In the proposed model, base station, forwarding node and
sensor nodes has been designed. Base station receives
message from sensor node. While establishing sensor node,
the system identifies the cluster head, which is also one of
the sensor node. Sensor node always sends data via cluster
head, then to forwarding node and then to base station. For
this sensor node and forwarding nodes must establish their
neighbor nodes automatically. When these sensor nodes
does not have the reporting task, they will establish the route
to sink using the shortest path.They also try to adapt a
routing path based on some existing routing protocol. This
established routing path can speed up the reporting. As soon
as an event occurs, a report is immediately delivered along
this routing path.
C.Sensed Results Reporting Protocol
To filter the false data injected by compromised sensor
nodes, the BECAN scheme adopts cooperative neighbor
router (CNR)-based filtering mechanism. In the CNR-based
mechanism, when a sensor(source)node N0 has sensed some
data m and is ready to report m to the sink via the routing
path RN0: {R1 - R2 …Rl – Sink}. The source node N0 gains
the current timestamp T, chooses k neighboring nodes N N0 :
{N1,N2, . . .,Nk} and sends the report m. The source node N0
use key pair establishment to compute shared keys with each
node in {N0, N1,N2, ..,Nk} as {k01, k02…k0l,k0s}.if Ni
believes the report m is true then add MAC information with
report send to sink along routing path .
D. Filtering false injection attack
When each sensor node Ri, along the routing RN0 receives
message m, timestamp T, and MAC key from its upstream
node, it checks the integrity of the message m and the
timestamp T. If the timestamp T is out of date, the received
message m, timestamp T and MAC key will be discarded.
Otherwise, Ri accepts the data will forward the message
(m,T,MAC) to its downstream node, Otherwise, (m,T,MAC)
will be discarded.
E.Sink Verification
Sink receives report m, Timestamp and MAC . Check the
time, if the timestamp is unmatched or old, then the report
will be discarded.Next the sink then check the MAC
information if correct sink accepts the report m else reject.
The BECAN scheme introduces Multireports solution to
provide high reliability. As shown in Fig. 3, once an event
occurs, muti sensor nodes near to event freely choose
different neighbors Then the reports are delivered to sink
through different established paths. If one report reaches the
sink correctly, it will be successfully reported. Thats how
reliability of the BECAN scheme improved.

A. Sensor node initialization and deployment
The base station(sink),forwarding node and sensor nodes
has been designed The sink deploys these initialized sensor
nodes at a Certain Interest Region (CIR) . It is assumed that
all sensor nodes are uniformly distributed in CIR after
deployment. Sink initializes sensor nodes with unique
id.Sensor node choose a private key from key pool and share
with sink.The sensor node, which sense an event will be
chosen as the cluster head.
B.Routing establishment
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Fig. 3. Reliability with multireports
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BECAN Scheme also resolve the scalability problem.The
devise a large sensor network is divided into a heterogenous
sensor network .In each one consists of a powerful Highend sensor (Hsensor) acting as Cluster Head and a number
of Low-end sensors (L-sensors), as shown in Fig. 4. Lsensor senses tevent send report to the neighbouring Hsensor.

Fig. 4. Scalability with heterogenous deployment
VI. CONCLUSION
Proposed BECAN scheme for filtering the injected false
data, has been demonstrated to achieve not only high enrouting filtering probability but also high reliability with
multi-reports. Due to this the BECAN scheme could be
applied to other fast and distributed network were the
authentication purpose is also distributed, e.g.,
authentication function in the wireless mesh network.
BECAN does not require a complex security fixation
because it uses a noninteractive key establishment. In
addition, BECAN considers the situation that each node
could be compromised, hence it distributes the en-routing
authentication information to all sensor nodes on the routing
path. It also adopts the bit-compressed authentication
technique to save the bandwidth. Therefore, it is very
suitable for filtering false data in wireless sensor networks
and hence compromise-tolerant. In our future work, we will
investigate how to prevent or reduce the gang injecting false
data attack from mobile compromised sensor nodes.
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